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Abstract This article addresses the overall relevance and

the influence of user expectations in the context of per-

ceptual quality evaluation of technical systems, and how

information about individual expectations can be integrated

into research on Quality of Experience (QoE). Based on a

literature survey on expectations in the fields of psychol-

ogy, service quality and consumer satisfaction theory, an

existing conceptual QoE perception model is extended by

explicitly including desired and adequate expectations in

the quality perception process. A direct expectation

assessment paradigm is proposed that uses dedicated

questionnaires. Further, it is shown how expectation-re-

lated knowledge can be used to increase the accuracy of

quality prediction models. In addition, experimental setups

are presented that enable controlled triggering of expecta-

tions in user studies. It is discussed how the role of

expectations for QoE can be investigated in future research

as well as how to further validate the proposed methods.

Keywords Quality of experience � Expectations � User
studies � Modeling

Introduction

In general, Quality of Experience (QoE) research investi-

gates the relationship between technical quality parameters

like video frame rate, video bit rate, downlink bandwidth

etc. and the subjectively perceived quality of a technical

system (Möller and Raake 2014). Various non-technical

influencing factors have an effect on this relationship, for

example, human-factors like the socio-cultural background

or demographic variables and context-factors like an indi-

vidual usage vs. a usage within a social context like

videoconferencing (see Reiter et al. 2014 for more infor-

mation). In this article, we focus on one crucial quality-

related aspect which has been hitherto largely neglected in

empirical QoE-related research: the expectations of the

perceiving subject.

Although the term ‘‘expectations’’ is frequently used in

the context of quality perception and QoE-related research,

we witness a lack of applicable concepts and methods that

enable the operationalization of expectations and the uti-

lization of related findings in empirical research. Albeit

commonly used QoE frameworks and definitions highlight

the importance of expectations, clear guidance on how to

actually address this influencing factor is missing. For

example, in Möller and Raake (2014), QoE relates to ‘‘. . .

person’s evaluation of the fulfillment of his or her expec-

tations . . .’’, i.e. expectations as the perceiving subject’s

frame of reference. Similarly, in the Qualinet1 QoE
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definition white paper expectations are described as key

factor determining the end users perceptions and related

with emotional state: ‘‘Quality of Experience QoE is the

degree of delight or annoyance of the user of an application

or service. It results from the fulfillment of his or her

expectations with respect to the utility and/or enjoyment of

the application or service in the light of the user’s per-

sonality and current state’’ (Le Callet et al. 2012). Despite

its primarily technical focus, the ITU-T Recommendation

P.10 also highlights the relevance of user expectations as

an influencing factor. Here, QoE is defined as ‘‘the overall

acceptability of an application or service, as perceived

subjectively by the end user [which] may be influenced by

user expectations and context.’’ Also conceptual QoE

models and frameworks like the one used in Schatz et al.

(2013) explicitly include expectations as a main user-

specific influencing factor.

To address the observed gap in existing research—that

is, a frequent mention of the high relevance of expectations

to QoE but at the same time lacking empirical and con-

ceptual research foundations (see ‘‘Practical Inclusion of

Expectations in QoE related research’’ for details)—this

article provides a comprehensive analysis of the concept of

expectations and makes it methodologically applicable to

QoE research. To this end, the remainder of this paper is

structured as follows: first, we provide an overview of how

other domains (consumer satisfaction research, service

quality research) define, operationalize and utilize user

expectations in various application fields. Based on these

findings, suitable existing concepts that aid in the opera-

tionalization of expectations (such as adequate and desired

expectations) are used to extend an existing conceptual

QoE-model. Building on this, a survey on existing QoE

literature clarifies which aspects of expectations are actu-

ally relevant for QoE research. The main part of this

journal paper focuses on discussing our empirical findings

regarding triggering and quantifying expectations in the

context of QoE assessment and further describes how to

use these findings to increase the prediction accuracy of

QoE models. Finally, we discuss further open research

questions and required future work on expectations and

QoE.

Related work: towards a conceptual
QoE/expectations model

In this chapter we present the findings of our literature

survey regarding expectations in the context of service

quality and consumer satisfaction research. The resulting

findings are then used to extend existing QoE-models to

finally propose a conceptual QoE/Expectations model.

Based on that, existing QoE-related literature is discussed

to identify open research questions in the context of QoE

and expectations.

Expectations in socio-psychology, service quality

and consumer satisfaction research

A good starting point for learning about the nature of

expectations is the field of psychology in which the concept

of expectations is often used to describe the processes of

understanding and cognition because ‘‘in perception, we

consider prior expectations’’ (Sternberg 2011, p. 108). For

example, when someone reads a piece of written text, she

has to make assumptions regarding the content, the context

of the work’s creation, the author’s purpose, etc. Conse-

quently, the ‘‘understanding at each point in the [text] was

influenced by [. . .] existing knowledge and expectations

based on [. . .] own experiences within a particular context’’

(Sternberg 2011, p. 393).

Additionally, expectations play a critical role in psy-

chological research in the context of decision making, see

Gerrig (2012, p. 243), and also in motivation and behav-

ioral changes, see Gerrig (2012, p. 300). In the field of

socio-psychology, expectations are considered as an

important aspect which determines how subjects interact

with others to fulfill social norms, cf. Gerrig

(2012, p. 447, 453). Additionally, the well-know concept

‘‘self-fulfilling prophecy’’ describes how triggered expec-

tations can lead to unforeseen output, see Gerrig

(2012, p. 450).

To obtain a more practical and applicable definition of

expectations, research fields like human–computer-inter-

action, economics, etc. yield additional informative results.

The authors of Bonito et al. (1999) define expectations as

‘‘a kind of schemata that focuses interpretation processes

on specific meanings and functions of communicative

action’’ (Bonito et al. 1999). As described in Higgs et al.

(2005), expectations are ‘‘pre-trial beliefs about a product

or service and its performance at some future time’’ and

expectations ‘‘form the frame of reference for satisfaction

judgments’’ (Higgs et al. 2005). Additionally, the authors

of Higgs et al. (2005) divide expectations into four main

categories:

1. Forecast (or expected/predictive): user beliefs about

what will occur in specific forthcoming action regard-

ing a specific provider.

2. Normative (or deserved/desired): consumer perception

of what should occur based on an assessment of what is

realistic and feasible regarding a specific provider.

3. Ideal (or wished): highest level of performance attain-

able, independent from specific provider or brand.
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4. Minimum tolerable (or adequate): minimum baseline

performance acceptable, independent from specific

provider or brand.

According to the authors of Higgs et al. (2005), practical

implications of expectations have been investigated mostly

by two different research traditions:

1. Consumer satisfaction research: here, the primary goal

is to understand the user’s cognitive processes, which

leads to customer’s satisfaction.

2. Service quality research: here, the primary object is to

understand and to measure quality in service

environments.2

In this context, one of the most widely used models

regarding perceived service quality and expectations is the

GAPS model and, building on that, the SERVQUAL model

developed by Parasuraman et al. (1988). For example, in

the context of information system evaluation, the authors of

Watson et al. (1998) used the SERVQUAL model to

measure existing expectations to compare it with gained

experiences: Test users had to indicate their ideal infor-

mation system and to evaluate 22 questions via a 7-point

answering scale with answering options ranging from

1 ¼ ‘‘Strongly disagree’’ to 7 ¼ ‘‘Strongly agree’’, e.g.,

‘‘The employees of these Information Systems units will

understand the specific needs of their users’’. After that, the

test participants used a particular information system

implementation to perform some tasks. Then, the users had

to evaluate their experiences by answering slightly

rephrased questions, e.g., ‘‘Employees of this Information

System understand the specific needs of its users.’’ With

this information, it is possible to calculate the expectation

gap.

Similar to SERVQUAL but in the context of e-com-

merce, the authors of Kim et al. (2003) used the Expecta-

tion Confirmation Theory (ECT), originally developed by

the authors of Kristensen et al. (1999), to measure the user-

satisfaction of Web services. The satisfaction level was

generated by a comparison of post-purchase evaluations of

a product or service with pre-purchase expectations. Fol-

lowing the ECT, users generate specific expectations

regarding a desired product. After a trial phase, the users

form perceptions about its performance. Then the partici-

pants determine if their expectations were confirmed

regarding the perceived performance. Finally, the users’

satisfaction level results from the previous confirmation

and the underlying expectations. In the end, a reuse or

repurchase is considered or not.

In general, existing literature points out an important

difference regarding asking about expectations: in the

service quality tradition the subject states expectations

about what the service provider should offer. In contrast, in

the consumer satisfaction literature the subject reveals

more about his/her expectations what will be offered.

When it comes to QoE assessment, inquiring expecta-

tions can be problematic because for the user it is often not

easy to verbalize expectations. For example, what does a

‘fast’ Internet connection actually refer to? How should

end users quantify the expected quality of a video trans-

mission? In this context, the author of Ojasalo (2001)

focuses on an understudied aspect of service quality and

user satisfaction, namely fuzzy, implicit and unrealistic

expectations. According to the author, users have fuzzy

expectations ‘‘when they expect a change but do not have a

precise picture of what this change should be (Ojasalo

2001)’’. If these expectations are not fulfilled, for the

concerned users the experienced service was unsatisfactory

but they do not know why. The opposite of fuzzy expec-

tations are precise expectations. According to the authors

of Ojasalo (2001), implicit expectations are so self-evident

users do not actively think about them. They only become

relevant and explicit for the users when these expectations

are not fulfilled. Finally, there are also unrealistic expec-

tations which are obviously unable to be fulfilled. The

authors of Ojasalo (2001) argue, that fuzzy expectations

can be converted into more precise expectations via a

dialog between the user and the service provider. Obvi-

ously, this qualitative approach is not appropriate in the

context of quantifying expectations for QoE related

research.

In the field of consumer satisfaction research, brands

play an important role for expectations. Here, examined

expectations—and their fulfillment or non-fulfillment—are

based on concrete products or services, cf. Cadotte et al.

(1987). In contrast, assessing the influence of brands or

other marketing-related aspects is not very common in QoE

research. Here, the focus is mainly on assessing the impact

of the quality/performance of the technical system which is

typically evaluated by test participants without having any

background information, e.g., in common video studies, the

responsible video content provider delivering the streamed

video is considered to be irrelevant.3

According to the authors of Cadotte et al. (1987), in the

context of service quality research it is not always

straightforward to quantify expectations. For example, it is

fairly simple to quantify the speed of the service in a

restaurant by means of asking about expected seconds or

minutes of waiting time. Similarly, menu variety can be

2 For more information about these two traditions, please see

Boulding et al. (1993), Buttle et al. (1996) and Oliver (1996).

3 Most QoE researchers would agree that a broad range of influencing

factors impact the perceived quality, but when it comes to empirical

research or modeling attempts, softer influencing factors like brands

or other marketing factors are mostly neglected.
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determined by the number of food items on the menu.

However, it is considerably more complicated to measure

and operationalize employee-friendliness. Obviously, this

particular issue can be solved via appropriate questionnaire

designs. Nevertheless, quantifying individual expectations

is difficult and depends on the context and the evaluated

service.

In the context of usability research, expectations can be

used to identify critical usability problems. Briefly speak-

ing, test-users in a usability experiment are asked before-

hand how difficult a certain task would be, e.g., find item X

on website Y. Subsequently, the users have to evaluate the

difficulty of this activity after they have fulfilled this par-

ticular task. The ensuing comparison shows which design

issues should be fixed immediately and which are not

crucial. For example, if task A was expected by most of the

users to be very easy and the ratings after the usage were

mostly ‘‘very difficult’’, this issue should be fixed very

quickly, see Albert and Dixon (2003) for more details.

Obviously, this approach is not appropriate for QoE

because for the users it is often difficult to verbalize

quality-related expectations, which has been discussed

beforehand.

According to Zeithaml et al. (1993), there are two dif-

ferent types of expectations: desired and adequate expec-

tations. The authors of Zeithaml et al. (1993) stated that the

desired expectations are rather stable and invariant, e.g.,

some users are always concerned about high quality or

some users are always concerned about low prices, and

these basic needs do not change over time. In contrast to

this, adequate expectations are more flexible and they are

strongly influenced by the context. Between these two

kinds of expectations, there is the so-called zone of toler-

ance: if the perceived service is in-between the slowly

adapting desired expectations and the more variable ade-

quate expectations, the user/customer accepts the perceived

service, see Fig. 1b for a graphical representation. In the

context of typical business/customer relations, adequate

expectations are influenced by (see also Fig. 1b):

1. Transitory service intensifiers: The urgency of a

situation can lower the adequate expectations.

2. Perceived service alternatives: If there are alternatives

available in the current situation or if it is possible to

solve an issue without external support, the adequate

expectations get higher, which leads to a smaller zone

of tolerance.

3. Self-perceived service role: The customer tries to

fulfill her role in the current process, e.g., it is not

always possible to blame others for non-fulfilled

expectations. Therefore, the more pretentious the level

of a customer’s view on the self-perceived service role

is, the higher is the level of adequate service.

4. Situational factors: These factors can lower the level of

adequate service if the environmental influences are

independent from a service provider. Hence, customers

realize that this is not the fault of the provider and they

accept a lower service level.

5. Predicted service: This is the service quality customers

believe they are likely to get.

6. Contextual circumstances: For example, economic

aspects are included here. A participant in the study

presented in Zeithaml et al. (1993) stated that ‘‘price

increases do not really drive up expectations. But my

tolerance level will become more stringent/less flexible

with an increase.’’

There are some attempts to quantify adequate and desired

user expectations in current literature. For example, the

authors of Hsieh and Yuan (2009) use the Weber/Fechner-

law—which originates from psycho-physics and is also

used for QoE modeling—to generate a quantitative

expectation measurement model which mathematically

(a) Mathematical relationship between desired
and adequate expectations, originally published
by [19], see also next page.
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(b) Desired/adequate-expectations model.
Own graphical representation of the desired
and adequate expectation concept of [20].

Fig. 1 Mathematical relationship and model of desired/adequate-expectations
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describes the relationship between the desired and the

adequate expectations of customers regarding service pro-

viders. Figure 1a shows that desired expectations ED are

rather stable even if the stimulus magnitude I of the

expectation determinants increases (e.g. personal needs,

transitory service intensifiers, perceived service alterna-

tives, customer self-perceived service role, situational

factors, etc., see also Zeithaml et al. 1993). In contrast to

this, adequate expectations EA are more flexible and also

increase when the stimulus magnitude I of the expectation

determinants increases. Nevertheless, the authors of Hsieh

and Yuan (2009) do not describe how to measure or

quantify expectation determinants and therefore their

contribution to the challenge of quantifying expectations is

rather limited.

In common expectation and service quality research

approaches, it is usual to capture expectations in the post-

consumption phase instead of getting expectation infor-

mation before a certain action is initiated, cf. Oliver (1996).

Nevertheless, in the context of QoE it is more relevant to

get information about users without conducting a certain

experiment, so that this information can be used, for

example, for MOS prediction modeling.

It is also a common assumption that test subjects have

had prior experiences in a way that they can articulate

expectations for current evaluation tasks, see Zeithaml

et al. (1990). Nevertheless, some researchers assume that

expectations exist even when no prior experience has been

gained (see for examples McGill and Iacobucci 1992;

Shirai and Meyer 1997), whereas the authors of O’Neil and

Palmer (2003) state that expectations can not be generated

without prior usage (Table 1).

To summarize, the nature of expectations has been

examined in various research areas, e.g., human–computer-

interaction, economics, psychology, etc., with the findings

listed below being essential for understanding the role of

expectations in the field of QoE:

• Expectations depend on a broad variety of influences,

and understanding how they emerge and how they

influence quality perception is not trivial.

• Expectations can have negative effects on perceived

quality when being under-fulfilled, but also positive

ones when being over-fulfilled. Therefore, empirical

QoE research should also include test conditions in

which expectations are over-fulfilled (currently, the

focus of QoE research is on situations in which

expectations are not fulfilled).

• In research fields dealing with service quality expec-

tations are generally considered as measurable, e.g., by

means of questionnaires. But this approach requires

expectations which can be verbalized and which are

quantifiable, which is not always possible in the field of

QoE. For example, it might be challenging for an

average end user to verbalize her expectations regard-

ing Internet connection speed in Mbit/s.

• It is essential to distinguish between relatively stable,

higher desired expectations and variable, adequate

expectations, which both together influence the accep-

tance of a certain service.

Conceptual model QoE/expectation model

In the previous section, the current state of the art regarding

expectation classification, assessment and quantification in

the field of service quality and customer satisfaction

research has been discussed. For the next steps it is nec-

essary to include expectations in common conceptual QoE

models in an appropriate way.

For the present work, Zeithaml’s concept of desired and

adequate expectations Zeithaml et al. (1993) (see also

previous section) is used to integrate expectations into QoE

research. As depicted in Fig. 2a, current QoE models (e.g.

see Schatz et al. 2013) often consider the specific

Table 1 Overview of the different research fields addressing expectations

Research field Example references Topic

Psychology Sternberg (2011), Gerrig (2012) Processes of understanding and cognition, decision making, motivation and

behavioral changes, fulfilling of social norms

Human computer

interaction

Bonito et al. (1999) Communicative action, interpretation processes, expectations as pre-trial

beliefs

Consumer

satisfaction

research

Rust and Oliver (1994), Boulding et al.

(1993)

User’s cognitive processes, tends towards brand cued expectations how is

customer’s satisfaction reached

Service quality

research

Oliver (1996), Parasuraman et al. (1988),

Zeithaml et al. (1990)

Focus on expectations and perceptions, measurement of service quality,

various models e.g. SERVQUAL

Quality of

experience

Menkovski et al. (2010), Monath et al.

(2010)

Expectations as a relevant, but vague factor in the context of quality

assessment
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influences of context-related and user-intrinsic variables on

QoE. In terms of Zeithaml’s expectation concept, the

phrase ‘‘user’’ may be related to the rather stable ‘‘desired

expectations’’, whereas the phrase ‘‘context’’ may be

related with the context-sensitive term ‘‘adequate expec-

tations’’. Hence, a combination of the two influencing

factors with Zeithaml’s model can be conceived, see

Fig. 2b.

In Raake and Egger (2014, p. 23), a conceptual model

of the quality-formation process—based on Jekosch (2006)

and Raake (2006)—is presented and discussed. Figure 3

depicts a (slightly simplified) representation of this model,

extended by the concepts of desired and adequate expec-

tations as part of the user-internal ‘‘Assumptions’’. The

perception process is triggered by signals (for example

audiovisual information) and various external factors, for

example contextual information representing the use case

of consuming a video at home. This perception process

triggers adequate expectations, that is, expectations that are

context-specific. In perceptual terms, the adequate and the

(a) The term expectations as an important user-
related influencing factor on QoE
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model. Own graphical representation of the
desired/adequate expectation concept of [20]
extend with QoE aspects

Fig. 2 Generic QoE framework with influence factors and QoE/expectations model based on Zeithaml et al. (1993)
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Options
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or Tablet
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HD video
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Quality 
Awareness

e.g. changing the volume of a CD track

user decision

Fig. 3 QoE-Expectations-Decision-Model. Circles represents processes, two horizontal parallel lines storages and rectangles the inputs and

outputs to the user
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more stable desired expectations are instantiated by the

desired quality features used in the comparison and

judgement process as the internal references that perceptual

features are compared with, see Zeithaml et al. (1993).

Depending on the given task, the quality formation process

may lead to an explicit quality rating, e.g., resulting from a

video quality questionnaire. Any kind of evaluation per-

formed by humans may ultimately lead to a decision, based

on the underlying adequate and desired expectations: For

example, a Video-on-Demand content may be consumed in

standard definition (SD) resolution, but for the example

situation—watching a movie at home on a large TV

screen—the perceived quality is too low, that is, the

expectations are not fulfilled and the user decides to switch

from SD to HD video content which directly influences the

signal. Many different types of decisions and actions may

be triggered by different signal or content-related features,

such as increasing the volume, dimming the room light, or

pausing or stopping the video playback.

The detailed description of the quality formation process

can be found in Raake and Egger (2014, p. 23). In this

journal article we want to give only a brief overview and

explain how expectations are included in this process as

depicted in Fig. 3. The ‘‘Signal’’ represents any audiovisual

information which is perceived by the user, e.g., a con-

sumed video, a Web site interaction etc. The fine-grained

‘‘process of perception’’—which is described in detail in

Raake and Egger (2014, p. 20)—results in recognized

objects of perception, which furthermore influences the

‘‘experience’’ character of the situation, e.g., a disturbance

is recognized by the user like a too long page load time

during Web browsing. The so called ‘‘Quality Awareness’’

is triggered4 which results in a ‘‘Reflection & Attribution’’

process, i.e., the user is aware of a quality problem, which

results in ‘‘Comparison & Judgement’’. During ‘‘Compar-

ison & Judgement’’, the ‘‘Perceived quality features’’ and

the ‘‘Desired quality features’’ are compared which results

via ‘‘Encoding’’ to a ‘‘Quality Rating’’, e.g., the user could

state ‘‘I would not accept this video quality at home’’, a

rating could be made on a 5 point scale etc. The ‘‘Desired

quality features’’ highly depend on desired and both ade-

quate expectations. We assume that desired expectations

are rather stable and do not change over time.5 Also

‘‘External Factors’’ influence the ‘‘Perception Process’’:

end device used (e.g. is a video consumed via Laptop or via

Smartphone), situational context (e.g. is a Website acces-

sed at home or during a train ride), is there a specific task to

fulfill (e.g. booking a flight) or not (e.g. relaxing while

listing to music) etc. These external factors also influence

the adequate expectations—e.g. a user might be more tol-

erant regarding network outages during a train ride in

contrast to surfing at home via a fixed-line network—which

determine the ‘‘Desired quality features’’ for ‘‘Comparison

& Judgement’’. One output of the ‘‘Comparison & Judge-

ment’’ could be, that the user is not satisfied with the

current (quality) situation and something has to change.

Hence, a ‘‘Decision’’ is made e.g. changing from 3G to

Wifi if page load times are too high (non-economic deci-

sion) or changing from SD to HD quality during a Video on

Demand Session—which might implies additional fees

(economic decision). Of course, these user decisions

influences the adequate expectations, e.g., switching from

HD to SD video streaming lowers my adequate expecta-

tions regarding video quality, but my adequate expectations

regarding interruptions are higher, i.e., I am less tolerant

regarding stallings.6 Additionally, some decisions also

influences the ‘‘Signal’’: if a user raises the Bitrate of a

music streaming service, the perceived ‘‘Signal’’ also

changes. As can be seen from Fig. 3, the decisions can be

non-economic or economic ones. Economic decisions can

be of short-term nature, where the user may decide to pay

for getting a video in HD rather than SD, or may switch to

a new service provider.

Practical inclusion of expectations in QoE related

research

In this section, we review the current state of the art in

QoE-research with regard to inclusion of expectations, in

the light of the model outlined in ‘‘Conceptual Model QoE/

Expectation Model’’. Based on the literature survey, open

challenges are identified that will be empirically addressed

in the subsequent sections.

The relevance of expectations in QoE-related research

Actually, many QoE researchers are aware of the existence

and relevance of expectations as they form integral part of

commonly used QoE-definitions (cf. ‘‘Introduction’’).

However, they do not explicitly assess them. In principle,

when optimal quality is being achieved in a given context

we can assume that at least adequate expectations are being

met. In turn, when quality is not optimal, expectations are

4 Additionally to disturbance situations, quality awareness can also

be triggered externally in a laboratory setup, i.e., a researcher asks a

experiment participant to evaluate the perceived quality in a particular

setup, and internally if the user wants to buy a new TV set and

compares the quality of several panels.
5 Obviously, even desired expectations adopt over time, but we

assume that desired expectations evolve over long-time periods like

years or decades. Hence, in our model we suppose that they remain

constant.

6 Assuming that the network connection speed remains constant, less

data is transferred for SD than for HD resolution streaming. This

typically results in smoother playback with less or no interruptions.
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obviously not met. Hence, quality assessment can be con-

sidered as a way to indirectly assess expectations. In the

conceptual model, quality results from a comparison of

desired and perceived features. In principle, perceived

features can be obtained from multidimensional analysis of

quality, following approaches as used, for example, by

Strohmeier et al. (2010) or Wältermann et al. (2010). Here,

a given percept is considered to be related with a multi-

dimensional set of perceptual (quality) features, and can be

represented in a multidimensional feature space. In case of

optimal quality, it can be assumed that the desired features

are met by the perceived features; hence, at such an

operation point, the perceived features can be seen as a

measure of the desired features in that given context.

However, with such indirect assessment adequate and

desired expectations cannot readily be distinguished.

In the QoE community there is an increasing awareness

that expectations play a key role and that expectations

change and adapt over time. Nevertheless, no quantifiable

results are available. For example, the authors of Monath

et al. (2010) state that network providers are facing major

changes in user expectations, e.g., higher awareness of the

provided network quality. They also state that ‘‘an increase

of usage of online services can be caused either by heavier

use by existing users or an increase of the number of users.

Anyway, both lead to higher expectations for performance

and reliability of the services, thus increasing the demand

for QoE mechanisms within the network’’ (Monath et al.

2010). Additionally, the authors of Micheli et al. (2013)

state: ‘‘Due to the growing number of new handsets and

smartphones which increases the user QoE expectations, it

is important for the operators to know and to measure the

UEs [User equipment] performance’’. Also the authors of

Mitra et al. (2011) point out, that ‘‘It can thus help in

providing personalized services such as selecting a proper

codec or by selecting a network interface which provides

QoE based on user’s expectations.’’

In the context of speech quality in telecommunication

systems, the author of Möller (2000) also states that the

term expectation is a rather diffuse one and it is not used in

a unified way in telecommunications. He lists three com-

ponents that influence expectations: the users general

experience with a service, the price (e.g. more expensive

often correlates with higher quality) and the nature of the

connection, e.g., private call vs. informative call. In the

work of Möller (2000), expectations are discussed in the

context of diffusion theory (Wilkie 1994), i.e., how

expectations change during the introduction and estab-

lishment of new technologies. For example, it is stated that

after a new speech transmission technology has been

introduced, the users start to use the new technology for

other, different purposes, which leads to a decreased

demand for transmission quality. While the users are

getting used to the new technology, the demand for

transmission quality is increased. Also, customers can be

separated into user groups, e.g., innovator or early adopter,

which additionally influences the expectations regarding

transmission quality during the phases of establishment.

Above survey shows that indeed there is a strong

awareness and consensus in the QoE research community

that expectations play a major role in end-user quality

perception. However, at the same time we see very little

research that explicitly address expectations in this context.

More concretely, based on our survey we can identify three

major challenges that research on the interplay between

expectations and QoE currently faces:

1. Expectations may influence the outcome of empirical

user studies, but control over these influencing factors

tends to be limited.

2. Direct assessment of expectations is rather difficult and

consequently, only assumptions or inferences have

been made so far (e.g., on behalf of MOS ratings

Cerqueira et al. 2008 or via qualitative interviews

Wijnants et al. 2009).

3. It is still unclear yet how to properly extend QoE

models with expectation-related influences.

In the following subsections, we discuss these three

challenges.

Challenge 1: Controllability of expectations in

QoE-related experiments

Although many researchers are aware of the influence of

user expectations on their conducted experiments, the

possibilities of actively controlling triggered expectations

have been hitherto neglected: For example, the authors of

Nicolas et al. (2012) investigated the difference between

QoE-experiments carried out in standardized environments

compared to experiments which were carried out in more

realistic living room environments. The different contexts

and the different expectations related to these contexts

were described as the main influencing factors regarding

the different quality assessment outcomes. Nevertheless,

the authors did not measure, describe or quantify end-user

expectations. Additionally, in Péchard et al. (2006) the

authors evaluated distorted videos with different video

resolutions. There, it was found that a different set of

expectations seems to apply when comparing HD against

SD viewing cases. Nevertheless, neither the direct influ-

ence of these expectations nor the controlled triggering of

them were part of this study.

Additionally, some researchers state that expectations

have been explicitly excluded in their experiments, e.g.,

‘‘We remark that we do not consider other situational

factors such as the users’ expectation (e.g., free vs. paid
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call)’’ (Hohlfeld et al. 2014) and ‘‘However, from a cloud

service provider’s perspective, it is challenging to gain

insight into the users’ expectations and experiences’’

(Vandenbroucke et al. 2014). Hence, establishing control-

lability over evoked or triggered expectations in empirical

QoE-research is highly relevant. The authors of Huong

et al. (2014) developed a QoE-driven bandwidth allocation

method based on user characteristics. Nevertheless, the

user classification approach neglects some aspects like

application, situation and also expectations regarding psy-

chological effects. Hence, also this work demonstrates that

the authors are aware of the existence of expectations and

their possible impact on user experience, but specific

methods to control or trigger expectations are still

missing.7

So far, there are only a few expectation-related experi-

ments in the context of telecommunication services. In

Möller (2000), the author describes a user study—similar

to the one discussed in Plücker (1998)—in which pairs of

test participants had conversations via a portable headset

and a wireline-one degraded by time-invariant impair-

ments. For all evaluated test conditions there are no sig-

nificant differences between the connection types. A

separation between user groups based on the user’s previ-

ous experience with mobile phones lead to small differ-

ences between the ratings, but also here the differences are

not significant. Also in Möller (2000), a study by Riedel

(1998) is discussed which investigated the influence of

expectations regarding making a telephone call from an

Internet terminal compared to making a call from a stan-

dard wireline terminal. Similar to the previously presented

study, no statistically significant tendencies regarding the

impact of different expectations of connection types were

found, raising the question, how expectations can be trig-

gered in a controlled, reliable fashion.

Challenge 2: Assessment and quantification of expectations

In the context of service quality and customer satisfaction

research, the authors of Reeves and Bednar (1994) stated

that customers can articulate how well a product or service

meets their expectations. While this might be true for some

kinds of products and services like cars or restaurant meals,

in the context of QoE it is at least doubtful that users are

always able to articulate expectations. For example, in the

context of Web QoE users might agree that they expect a

fast Internet connection. But it might be hard for the users

to actually articulate and to define what fast exactly means

for them. In Higgs et al. (2005), the authors examine the

expectations and satisfaction of an art museum with an

adapted SERVQUAL-questionnaire. Obviously, it is pos-

sible to verbalize specific expectations in the context of

galleries and museum experiences, e.g., range of appro-

priate souvenirs, employees’ willingness to help, minimize

waiting lines/ticketing queues, etc. In Hartikainen et al.

(2004), the authors present a study about the evaluation of

a spoken dialogue system via SERVQUAL questionnaires.

Five service quality dimensions were evaluated by the test

participants: tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, assur-

ance and empathy. Overall, the participants had to answer

22 items which cover these quality dimensions. Before the

dialogue system was used by the participants the expecta-

tion-related part of the SERVQUAL-questionnaire was

filled out, i.e., the users had to state an ‘‘accepted level’’

and a ‘‘desired level’’ regarding all items, for example

‘‘Service is fast’’. After the usage of the system, a ques-

tionnaire about the perception of the system was filled out

which covered the same quality dimensions. Although the

discussed experiment had led to interesting insights, the

authors of Hartikainen et al. (2004) critically note that the

large amount of 66 questions had a negative impact on the

motivation of the participants to provide correct answers.

Unfortunately, no common QoE related questionnaires

were used in this experiment, i.e., it is not possible to

combine MOS values directly with SERVQUAL data.

Nevertheless, in the QoE research community there is

rising awareness that it is generally necessary to get

information about user expectations. For example, in Hirth

et al. (2011) the authors state that the different quality

expectations of the test participants should be considered

because users with a high-speed Internet connection at

home might be less tolerant regarding long page loading

times compared to users with a slow Internet connection.

This means that it is necessary to get information about

existing user expectations to explain the quality assessment

ratings obtained. Similarly, that authors of Hoßfeld and

Keimel (2014) state that participants in experiments who

are used to consuming video content in low resolution will

rate differently than those who regularly consume video

content in high resolution. Hence, their expectations are

different, which makes it necessary to get information

about existing user expectations e.g. via user background

information in order to be able to explain quality rating

behaviour.

Consequently, there have been at least a few attempts to

assess quality-related expectations. For example, the

authors of Yajun et al. (2014) assume that user behavior

can be utilized to derive information about user expecta-

tions, i.e., according to the authors actively pausing a video

7 The challenge of triggering and controlling expectations in the

context of QoE is different compared to other research fields, i.e., in

some research fields this kind of problem is non-existent or is

perceived to be non-existent: in a field study on information system

evaluation the participants of Szajna and Scamell (1993) only read

descriptions of three information systems and—according to the

authors—expectations for the follow-up experiments were set.
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stream reflects certain user expectations and changing the

video resolution while consuming a video stream also

indicates user expectations. Hence, in the quoted paper,

expectations are derived from user behavior. It seems that

sometimes QoE and expectations are more or less inter-

changeable, e.g., in Cerqueira et al. (2008) the authors state

that user expectations can be analyzed by measuring MOS,

PSNR and structural similarity (SSIM). In this case,

expectations are considered to be a result of experience and

not the other way round, however, without proof.

Furthermore, expectations and the desired service fea-

tures they relate to may undergo dynamic adaptation.

Hence, in the context of quality assessment, such adapta-

tion may be reflected via certain biases. For example, when

a set of stimuli is presented that has a specific quality

range, the usage of the quality rating scale will be different

for an individual stimulus than when that stimulus is pre-

sented together with a different set of stimuli. Such effects

like the range equalization bias (Zielinski et al. 2008) may

partially be related to the specific focus on individual

degradations or the mapping of features to an overall

quality judgment.

In this respect, it has to be said that in the research

described in this article, the interaction of the test paradigm

with the actual study focus, namely the assessment of

expectations and their role in quality evaluation, cannot

completely be avoided. In Raake and Egger (2014), the

term ‘‘Schrödinger’s cat problem of QoE research’’ was

coined to describe this effect. Since the goal of this work is

not to exactly quantify expectations but rather to (a) trigger

them and (b) assess them in different contexts, the

remaining influence of the test situation on expectations is

considered to be acceptable for the studies presented in this

article.

Challenge 3: Extending QoE-models with expectations

So far, attempts to explicitly include expectations in MOS-

predictive QoE-models8 have been quite rare. Only the

E-model defined in ITU (2005) and applied e.g. in

Bacioccola et al. (2007) includes—among others—user

expectations as an additional factor to calculate the

resulting transmission quality rating of an audio transmis-

sion.9 Equation (1) describes how the quality rating R is

defined by five terms:

R ¼ R0 � Is� Id � Ieþ A ð1Þ

According to Möller (2000), R0 describes ‘‘. . . the trans-

mission rating for the basic signal to noise ratio at the

virtual 0 dBr point of the connection’’. The terms Is, Id and

Ie are impairment factors representing distortions, echoes,

low-bitrate codecs etc. (Möller 2000). In the original

E-model10 the expectations factor A stands for ’advantage

of access’. Hence, lower technical quality, for example as

caused by a low-bandwidth mobile connection, tends to be

compensated convenience and availability, i.e. by the fact

that the user takes full advantage of being able to make a

call from various locations. Therefore, the expectation

factor A acts as a compensation factor for technical

impairments. Nevertheless, the expectation factor A does

not cover all expectation-related aspects because ‘‘. . . it

does not take into account the special situation of the user

which it pretends to model’’ (Möller 2000, p. 101). Hence,

further effort is required to cover more expectation-related

aspects in quantitative QoE models.

In the light of these aforementioned three challenges, the

following research questions should be answered in order

to investigate the role of expectations in QoE:

1. RQ1: Is it possible to trigger—and therefore control —

expectations in empirical user QoE studies?

2. RQ2: Is it possible to assess expectations in the context

of QoE in a quantitative way?

3. RQ3: Is it possible to extend quantitative QoE models

with expectation information to enhance MOS

prediction?

In the following sections we address these open research

questions on behalf of the results of a number of empirical

QoE experiments.

Expectations in quality assessment and modeling

In this section our empirical user studies and their results

regarding triggering, assessment and modeling of individ-

ual user expectations are presented. To this end, we first

present the results of three QoE studies in which we

actively triggered, i.e., influenced the expectations of par-

ticipants. Then, we describe our method to get individual

information about desired and adequate expectations via

questionnaires. Finally, we explain how to utilize these

information to enhance the accuracy of predictive MOS-

models. Table 2 gives an overview about all studies dis-

cussed in this section.

8 In the context of service quality and consumer satisfaction research

it is more common to use quantified data about user expectation to

predict user behavior and/or user satisfaction. For more details please

see for example (Boulding et al. 1993).
9 As far as we know, the E-model is the only QoS/QoE-model which

explicitly includes quantified information about expectations.

10 An extended E-Model which has been adapted for Voice over IP

services is introduced and discussed in Raake (2006).
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Triggering of expectations in laboratory setups

(RQ1)

In ‘‘Practical Inclusion of Expectations in QoE related

research’’ we stated that QoE researchers are aware of the

influence of expectations on subjects’ responses in empir-

ical user studies. Nevertheless, so far it has not been proven

that explicit triggering and therefore control over an indi-

vidual’s expectations is possible. Hence, in this section we

present the results of three expectation triggering experi-

ments. In general, previous publications were less com-

prehensive and were not embedded in a larger theoretical

context compared to this journal paper.

When it comes to analyzing subjective quality assess-

ment ratings issued in expectation trigger studies, the usual

averaging approach of calculating MOS (Mean Opinion

Score) values for each quality condition is not appropriate,

since the individual user’s change in rating behavior (as

influenced by the triggered expectations) is of interest here.

Hence, we focus on the difference of two ratings from the

same user to directly compare the influence of two different

expectation triggers, e.g., wireless and wireline Internet

access. In studies TRIG 1 and TRIG 2 a within-subject

design was applied. In brief, DiffRating refers to a rating-

difference by a particular user and a certain condition,

whereas the average difference DiffMOS includes all users

of a certain condition. These approach is described in detail

in the following sections. In study TRIG 3 a between-

subject design was applied so here the DiffRating approach

was not possible.

Wireline vs. wireless internet access: study TRIG 1

and TRIG 2

In 2011 (Study TRIG 1) and 2013 (Study TRIG 2) we

conducted two empirical user studies with the goal to

assess how the type of Internet access (wireline vs.

wireless) as assumed by participants and thus the different

expectations triggered influence their QoE ratings. In

these studies test participants had to browse several

websites on a Laptop via an ADSL (2011 and 2013), via a

3G UMTS (2011) and via a LTE (2013) Internet con-

nection. Most importantly, the users had to manually

switch the connection type several times during the test

procedure by themselves via a physical device called

ConnectionSwitcher, see Figs. 4, 5 and 6. In fact, from a

technical point of view both connection types wireline

(ADSL) and wireless (3G/LTE) were identical, i.e., dur-

ing the whole test the participants used a dedicated line to

connect to the Internet. The ConnectionSwitcher was a

non-functional but realistic mock-up, e.g., LEDs indicated

the current connection mode and the 3G/LTE modem had

built-in LEDs to indicate connection build-up and data

transfer. Hence, we evaluated the labelling effect

regarding Internet connection types. In study TRIG 1

(2011) the users browsed a custom made News Site,

photos on Facebook, Google Maps and they consumed

animation and music videos. In study TRIG 2 (2013) the

users browsed a News Site (http://www.cnn.com), Google

Maps, Youtube and uploaded and downloaded files.

Several conditions with different maximum downlink

bandwidth levels were tested, i.e., the user experienced

different page load times according to the set QoS levels.

After each condition—2 min. usage of certain application

via wireless- or wireline-labeled connection—test users

(ethernet cable)

(to testbed)

(blinking LED indicates

(Switch)

(ethernet cable)

(to user laptop)

(fake 3G modem)

3G

(3G status LED)

(connection not visible
to test users)

Fig. 4 Scheme of ConnectionSwitcher

Table 2 Study overview

ID Research

question

Year Short description N Publications

TRIG 1 RQ1 2011 ADSL vs. 3G Internet access, within subjects design 49 51, 52

TRIG 2 RQ1 2013 ADSL vs. LTE Internet access, within subjects design 45 52

TRIG 3 RQ1 2011 VoD contract type, between subjects design 44 52

ASMO 1 (S4) RQ2, RQ3 2012 Desired and adequate expectations assessment and modelling (telecom provider) 41 54

ASMO 2 (S5) RQ2 2014 Desired expectations assessment (VoD provider) 35 –

ASMO 3 (S6) RQ2, RQ3 2013 Adequate expectations assessment and modelling (Internet connection) 45 54
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had to evaluate the subjective experience regarding net-

work speed via a standard 5-point ACR scale, ranging

from ‘‘excellent’’ to ‘‘bad’’ (ITU 2014). Overall, 49 test

users participated in Study Trigger 1 (25 female and 24

male, mean age was 32 years) and 45 users participated in

Study Trigger 2 (23 female and 22 male, mean age was

36.6 years).

In common QoE/quality related studies MOS (Mean

Opinion Score) values are calculated. This approach is

appropriate for the evaluation of (single) events e.g. eval-

uating browsing a Web page with 1 Mbit/s downlink

bandwidth. In our studies we want to compare two ratings

from a single person which might be influenced by Internet

connection labelling (wireline vs. wireless). Therefore, we

want to focus on the difference of related ratings. There-

fore, DiffRating refers to a certain user i for a certain

condition e.g. browsing Google Maps with a specific

downlink bandwidth:

DiffRatingi ¼ RatingWirelessi � RatingWirelinei ð2Þ

Based on DiffRatingi, the average DiffRatingj overall users

i can be calculated, which is defined as DiffMOS:

DiffMOS ¼

Pi
DiffRatingi

i

ð3Þ

If DiffRatingi or DiffMOS is different from zero, a labelling

effect occurs. Nevertheless, a threshold is needed to dis-

tinguish between significant differences caused by label-

ling and low differences which are caused by, e.g., noise or

inaccurate rating behavior. To calculate this threshold we

used the 95%-confidence intervals of the DiffMOS values.

In the CDF-plots (e.g. Fig. 8) the gray area represents the

corresponding threshold, i.e., only ratings outside this area

should be considered as significant. In Fig. 7, the signifi-

cance of DiffRatings is displayed by confidence intervals.

As depicted in Fig. 7, there is a significant labelling effect

in study 1 for Web usage—browsing a News Site or Google

Maps via 3G or ADSL—for low QoS scenarios i.e. users are

more tolerant if a wireless-labeled connection is used in

contrast to a wireline-labeled connection (Note: both con-

nections are technical identical!). Figure 8a shows, that 71%

of the DiffRatings are significantly positive, i.e., wireless-

labeled connections are more positively evaluated whereas

only 17% of the ratings indicate an opposite effect.

For mid/high QoS situations—users experienced smaller

page load times while connected via 3G or ADSL—the

labelling effect is relatively weak: Only for browsing a

News Site with high downlink bandwidth levels the users

are more tolerant when a wireless connection is used, see

Fig. 8a.

In contrast to this, in study TRIG 2 labeling study in

2013 no significant labelling effect occurs expect for

browsing Google Maps and high QoS conditions, see

Fig. 7b.

Hence, there is a difference regarding the Internet con-

nection labelling-effect between the 2011 and the 2013

study. The main difference between Study TRIG 1 and

TRIG 2 is the labeling of the wireless connection: In 2011,

the participants thought they used a UMTS connection,

whereas in 2013 the participants thought they used a 4G/

LTE connection. To get more information about user

expectations we asked our participants about their expec-

tations regarding Internet access via a questionnaire, the

results are shown in Fig. 9: In 2011, there was a clear

difference between the expectations regarding high-speed

connection between fixed and mobile internet access, i.e.,

for wireless connections like 3G high speed access was not

absolutely mandatory. In contrast to this, in 2013 there

were no differences regarding the expectations of high

speed access of wireline and wireless access, see blue

circle/arrow in Fig. 9. Additionally, there was also a

change regarding connection reliability expectations from

2011 to 2013: whereas both connection types should be

very reliable in 2011, in 2013 the users did not expect the

Fig. 5 Usage of ConnectionSwitcher

Fig. 6 Desktop icon which indicates current connection mode
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same reliability for LTE, see red circle/arrow in Fig. 9. The

emergence of expectations and their adaption over time is

not handled in this paper, please see ‘‘Conclusions and

Future Work’’.

To sum up, we can verify that it is possible to reliably

trigger expectations in the context of Web QoE. In our two

experiments (Study TRIG 1 and TRIG 2) the labelling

effect only occurs for low bandwidth settings. We also

showed, that expectations change over time, nevertheless

we are not able to examine the reason behind.

Video on demand contract classes: study TRIG 3

In this experiment which took place in 2011, the influence

of differently priced Video-on-Demand contract on video

quality perception was evaluated, i.e., it was examined if

high-priced contracts shift quality expectations. Our test

participants were randomly assigned to one of three Video-

on-Demand contracts (gold, silver and bronze) differing in

available movies, support levels, placement of commer-

cials, and mainly the hypothetical price charged to the user,

see Fig. 10. The three contract types were presented to the

users on a large TV screen and afterwards every user was

assigned to one contract with the hint to use this contract

type while watching the following video snippets. Hence,

the participants had to imagine to use this contract while a

video was consumed.

After the participants were assigned to a VoD contract,

each test user watches three short video clips from the

genres Action, Documentation and Sport in three different

low mid high
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Fig. 7 MOS results regarding impact of Internet connection labeling effect

Fig. 8 Study TRIG 1: 2011 labeling study—CDFs for browsing a news site
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quality levels on a flat screen television (h.264 encoded

1080p/i videos with average bitrates of 1000, 5500 and

8000 kBit/s). After each video clip was presented in a

particular quality level, the user had to immediately rate the

video quality using an ACR video quality evaluation scale.

Overall, 44 users (22 male and 22 female) participated

in our study. The mean age was 36.8 years. Classified in

age groups, approximately 40% of our users were between

18 and 29 years old, 32% were between 30 and 44 years

old and 28% were older than 45. Most of our users where

employed (48%) while 28% were students. More than 93%

of the test users were familiar with YouTube, more than

75% of them used this service once a week or more fre-

quently. Most of the YouTube users consumed music

videos (67%) while movies and fun videos are not con-

sumed very intensively (20%).

Only 5 users have had experiences with video on

demand platforms (2x iTunes, 2x A1 Videostore, 1x UPC

on demand; Reminder: study took place in 2011). Whereas

test users have not watched music videos, documentations

or animation movies before, one user has watched TV

shows. Each month, they have spent between 2,5 and 9,9

on such services resulting in a mean of 5,48.

Figure 11 depicts the rating results for all three content

classes (action, soccer, documentation). For higher video

bitrates (1000 and 5500 kBit/s) there were no clear dif-

ferences regarding the assigned VoD contract. There is a

small, but not significant tendency, that users with a silver

Standard 100% Reliability Highspeed

not applies

rather not applies

neither nor

rather applies

full applies

Questions

3G/ADSL study (2011)

 

 

fix
mobile

Standard 100% Reliability Highspeed

not applies

rather not applies

neither nor

rather applies

full applies

Questions

LTE/ADSL study (2013)

 

 

fix
mobileequal

equal

Fig. 9 Results from the assessment of general expectations w.r.t.

fixed and mobile internet access. First question: ‘‘Mobile/fixed

internet access is standard.’’ Second question: ‘‘I expect 100%

stability from my mobile/fixed internet access.’’ Third Question:

‘‘Mobile/fixed high-speed internet access is very important’’

Fig. 10 Description of the different Video-on-Demand contracts presented to participants (color figure online)
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contract evaluate the presented video quality more critical

than users with gold or bronze contract. It seems that the

provoking attempt (Imagination of using the VoD-contract

while evaluating the presented video quality) might not be

severe enough. Instead of imagining a certain contract, a

more realistic approach should be used which could be for

example a field study with a real VoD service and different

contract types.

Conclusions about triggering

In this section we have demonstrated that triggering

expectations is a complex task and not all experimental test

setups lead to satisfying results. Hence, we recommend to

utilize sophisticated triggering mechanisms (i.e. highly

realistic emulation of contexts or services) like the Con-

nectionSwitcher used in studies 1 and 2. Beside its realistic

functionality (e.g. blinking LEDs), the context of the

switch was plausible, i.e., accessing the Internet via dif-

ferent connection technologies. In contrast to this and

according to our results, asking participants to just imagine

a certain situation—like using a certain VoD contract like

in study 3—is not sufficient to trigger expectations in a

valid way and thus should be avoided.

Assessment of quality expectations (RQ2)

In ‘‘Expectations in Socio-Psychology, Service Quality and

Consumer Satis-faction Research’’ we discussed the con-

cept of desired and adequate expectations (Zeithaml et al.

1993). In the following section we describe our approach to

quantify individual expectations regarding quality, based

on the differentiation between desired and adequate

expectations. As already stated in ‘‘Related Work: Towards

a Conceptual QoE/Expectations Model’’ quantifying qual-

ity expectations is a significant task. In this regard, our

method is a first approach to address this challenge.

Evaluation of expectations has been done in QoE related

research before, e.g., in a study discussed in Vanden-

broucke et al. (2014) the users who participated in a QoE

experiment had to describe their Dropbox session experi-

ence after usage (e.g., Much worse than I expected or Much

better than I expected). Nevertheless, our approach tries to

get information about adequate expectations before any

specific test condition or task has been executed.11 Hence,

a questionnaire design is needed which supports this

research approach. In general our users fill out these

questionnaires before a particular evaluation task was

conducted. The questionnaires can be found in the annex of

this paper.

Assessment of desired expectations

According to the authors of Zeithaml et al. (1993)

desired expectations are rather stable and are fairly

independent from context. For example, some users are

generally more economy-driven than quality-driven, i.e.,

for them it is more important to save money on contrast

to spend more money on exchange for higher technical

quality. On the other side, there are generous users who

generally prefer higher technical quality which is of

course more expensive. If they were asked directly, users

would clearly state that both aspects (quality and price)

are relevant for them, hence, direct asking might not be

the best approach to obtain information about desired

quality-related expectations. One way of indirect ques-

tioning is using ranking questions, which are common in

other research fields, e.g., consumer research, see Mun-

son and McIntyre (1979). The concept of indirect asking

was firstly applied by Rokeach (1968) who examined the

importance of individual values. In his surveys

Fig. 11 VoD MOS rating results for different contract types and quality levels

11 Additionally, the question about expectations-fulfilling influences

the following quality rating with standard ACR-scale. So, we decided

to avoid direct asking of expectations-fulfilling during the test.
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participants had to arrange 18 values (true friendship,

mature love, self-respect, etc.) into an order of individual

importance to them. Obviously, not all worthwhile val-

ues can be evaluated as most important, hence, a trade-

off is needed.

To get the information about desired expectations, we

asked our test participants in study ASMO 1 and ASMO

2 (see Table 2) to rank features of service providers, i.e.,

telecommunication providers or Video on Demand

(VoD) vendors.12 In our Web QoE study ASMO 1, the

test users had to rank preferable features regarding their

individual importance: high network speed, low monthly

fees, short contract commitment, good support via E-

Mail and telephone and unlimited download volume.

The ranking of the item ‘‘high network speed’’ has been

used as proxy for gauging the individual desired

expectations regarding the desired, technical quality of

an Internet connection at home. For example, a gener-

ous, quality-aware person would rank the item ‘‘high

network speed’’ on top (¼1) and the item ‘‘low monthly

fee’’ somewhere below e.g. rank 3 or 4. In opposite to

that, a thrifty person would rank the item ‘‘low monthly

fee’’ on 1. In our Video QoE study ASMO 2, we gath-

ered information about desired expectation from our

users about VoD providers. The rank items were: large

amount of available movies, excellent support, low costs,

excellent video quality and short contract duration.

Overall, 41 users participated in study ASMO 1 (22

female and 19 male, mean age was 36.6 years) and 43

test users participated in study ASMO 2 (31 female and

12 male, mean age was 33.2 years).

Tables 3 and 4 show the resulting ranking distributions:

For desired expectations in the field of telecommunication

providers, the item ‘‘high network speed’’ and ‘‘low

monthly fee’’ are similar important for the user (position 1

and 2). High network speed is mostly ranked on 1st and

2nd positions, whereas low monthly fee is ranked mostly

on 1st and 3rd position. In contrast to this, desired expec-

tations in the field of Video on Demand Service providers

are different: low costs (position ¼ 1) are more important

than video quality (position ¼ 3). Figure 12 shows the

histograms of the differences between desired costs and

quality for both studies ASMO 1 and ASMO 2. Interest-

ingly, regarding the difference distribution for study 5

(Fig. 13b) for many users the quality is more important

than the costs. Hence, to get valid results regarding desired

expectations, the calculation of the avg. rank is not suffi-

cient, also the distribution of the differences must be

considered.

Assessment of adequate expectations

According to the authors of Zeithaml et al. (1993) adequate

expectations are—in contrast to the more stable desired

expectations—more flexible and are influenced by the

context. To quantify adequate expectations, we asked our

test participants in study ASMO 3 several questions which

included specific details. For example, in the context of

Web QoE we asked about specific tasks (browsing a News

Site) and a specific context (accessing the Internet at

home). For all questions there were 5 answering options,

e.g., for the question regarding the download duration there

were the five answering options 10 s, 30 s, 1 min, 1 min

30 s and 2 min. For the sake of comparability, for the

results calculation presented in Table 5 the position of the

item was used—1, 2, 3, 4 and 5—instead of dedicated vales

e.g. the durations in seconds or minutes. Overall, 45 users

participated in Study Trigger 2 (23 female and 22 male,

mean age was 36.6 years)

• ‘‘How fast should be your {home|mobile} Internet

access be when you browse a News Site (Answer: Mbit/

s)’’

• ‘‘How fast should be your {home|mobile} Internet

access be when you download a 50 MByte file

(Answer: Mbit/s)’’

• ‘‘How fast should a Website be loaded at {home|mo-

bile} via your Internet access (Answer: seconds)’’

• ‘‘How long should it take to download a 50 MByte file

when you use your home/mobile Internet access

(Answer:seconds)’’.

These resulting eight questions were accompanied by

questions regarding the answer difficulty (5 answer options

ranging from ‘‘very easy to answer’’ to ‘‘very difficult to

answer [I could not answer it]’’). Hence, each test partici-

pant had to answer 16 questions. Table 5 depicts the

resulting mean and SD values. When asked about dura-

tions—e.g. ‘‘How long should it take to download a 50 MB

file’’—the users stated that these questions were easier to

answer than questions about specific technical quality

features, e.g., downlink throughput in MBit/s. Hence, to get

information about adequate expectations from users

regarding a certain situation (e.g. downloading a 50 MB

file at home) it seems that it is more expedient to ask about

directly visible quality features like waiting/downloading

time.

Conclusions about expectation assessment

In this section we have demonstrated how to assess desired

and adequate expectations via dedicated questionnaires. In

order to show the merit of our approach, we gathered

results for a range of services—instead of focusing on a12 It was not possible to rank two items at equal positions.
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single topic—e.g. VoD provider, telecommunication pro-

vider, etc. In the following section, this information is used

to enhance the prediction accuracy of quantitative QoS/

QoE-models.

Extending quantitative QoE models

with information about expectations (RQ3)

In ‘‘Assessment of Quality Expectations (RQ2)’’ we have

demonstrated how to assess desired and adequate expec-

tations, in this chapter we demonstrate how this informa-

tion can be used to extend QoE models in order to enhance

prediction accuracy. Table 6 provides an overview of the

involved user studies.

In general, there are several ways to generate quantita-

tive QoS/QoE-models, e.g., via machine learning tech-

niques like decision trees (Menkovski et al. 2009) or

neuronal networks (Aguiar et al. 2012). It is also common

to gain less complex solutions to describe the relationship

between technical and perceived quality, e.g., curve fitting

like discussed in Sackl et al. (2013). In Sackl et al. (2013)

the relationship between various initial delay lengths in

music and video streaming scenarios and the perception of

these delays (e.g. how annoying was it for the user) is
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Fig. 12 Differences between quality and price

Table 3 Study ASMO 1:

desired expectations regarding

internet service providers

Item Ranked position £ Rank Pos.

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th

High network speed 17 17 5 2 0 1.80 1

Low monthly fee 18 9 11 3 0 1.98 2

Short contract commitment 0 4 7 18 12 3.92 4

Good support via e-mail and telephone 0 1 6 13 21 4.31 5

Unlimited download volume 6 10 12 5 8 2.98 3

Table 4 Study ASMO 2:

desired expectations regarding

video on demand providers

Item Ranked position £ Rank Pos.

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th

High video quality 12 3 9 12 3 2.77 3

Low costs 14 16 5 2 2 2.03 1

Short contract commitment 2 9 11 10 7 3.28 4

Good support via e-mail and telephone 1 0 4 11 23 4.41 5

Large amount of videos 10 11 11 3 4 2.49 2
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modeled via logarithmic relation. Whereas in Egger et al.

(2012) the authors demonstrate that exponential functions

in general are an appropriate way to model the relation

between bandwidth and MOS for Web applications.

However, both approaches—fitting and machine learn-

ing—have their justifications but we want to demonstrate

how quantified information can be included in QoE-models

and so the transparent method of fitting is more adequate

than a machine learning based, black box approach.

Hence, in the following subsections an exponential fit-

ting approach for the specific user studies are presented and

evaluated. Subsequently, individual information about

desired and/or adequate expectations is added and the

extended model is evaluated to determine if this additional

information enhances the MOS-prediction of the model.

Modelling of desired expectations

In Study ASMO 1 (see Table 6), our test participants had to

browse Google Maps (Satellite View, see Fig. 14a) via

three different downlink bandwidth values: 256, 1024,

4096 kBit/s. After the tasks were completed, the users fil-

led out a questionnaire to get their quality impression

regarding the perceived speed of the internet connection

(‘‘How do you perceive the speed of the Internet connec-

tion?’’ with answer options ranging from 1 ¼ bad to

5 ¼ excellent). Additionally, we gathered information

about desired expectations with ranking questions (see

‘‘Assessment of Desired Expectations’’ for more details).

Finally, we use the position of the ranked element ‘‘Im-

portance of Network Speed’’, which value was between 1

(generally very important) and 5 (generally not important)

to determine the desired expectation.

Figure 13a depicts the individual quality ratings (green

dots), the resulting MOS values (blue bars) and the

resulting exponential fitting curve. The first line of Table 7

shows the pure QoS/QoE model with the resulting adjusted

R2 value (0 ¼ no fitting of the model with the underlying

data; 1 ¼ perfect fitting) and the root-mean-square

deviation.

Please note regarding this study and the following

studies: the fitting curves are based on the individual rat-

ings, which is in contrast to common QoS/QoE-fitting

approaches which base on the resulting MOS—i.e. a single

average value over all ratings—values. Hence, the resulting

R2-values (based on many individual ratings) are lower

compared to R2-values in other studies which are mostly

based on only a few MOS-values.

Next, the pure QoS/QoE-model was extended with the

additional additive, linear factor expdes which represents

the individually, quantified desired expectations. The

resulting model is displayed in Fig. 13b. This extended

model has two input parameters: the technical quality via

downlink bandwidth in kBit/s and the individual desired

expectation. Obviously, a lower desired expectation (5)

results in a higher MOS score compared to higher expec-

tations (1) (assuming that the technical quality is equal).

The second line of Table 7 provides some additional

information: the adjusted R2 value is higher compared to

the pure QoS/QoE model and the RMSE is lower. To get

the information about the added explanatory value of the

factor expdes, the squared Pearson correlation coefficient is

calculated between the residuals of the pure QoS/QoE

model and the factor expdes. Hence, by including the

information about desired expectations the MOS prediction

accuracy was enhanced by 4.44%.

Modelling of adequate expectations

In Study ASMO 3, our test participants had to download a

50 MB file via a website (see Fig. 14b) and with three

applied different downlink bandwidth values: 4, 14 and

45 MBit/s. After the tasks were completed, the users filled

out a questionnaire to get their quality impression regard-

ing the perceived speed of the internet connection (‘‘How

Table 5 Overview about questions regarding adequate expectations:

mean and SD

Fixed Internet access at home Mobile Internet access

Expectation Difficulty Expectation Difficulty

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Site

Dur. 1.48 0.63 1.61 0.79 2.09 0.74 1.93 0.97

TP 3.98 1.52 2.70 1.53 2.55 1.50 2.89 1.35

DL

Dur 2.16 0.94 2.05 1.08 2.73 0.95 2.10 0.94

TP 2.82 1.78 2.82 1.50 3.61 1.62 2.80 1.50

Bold ones indicates avg. easiest question. Site ¼ Browsing a Website,

DL ¼ Download of a 50 MB file, Dur. ¼ Duration of download/page

load in seconds. TP ¼ Throughput in MBit/s

Table 6 Overview of studies

for modeling
ID Type of expectations Objective

Study ASMO 1 Desired Web QoE (Google Maps)

Study ASMO 3 Adequate Web QoE (File Download)

Study ASMO 1 Adequate and Desired Web QoE (News Site)
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do you perceive the speed of the Internet connection?’’

with answer options ranging from 1 ¼ bad to 5 ¼ excel-

lent). Additionally, we gathered information about ade-

quate expectations with a questionnaire which includes the

question ‘‘How long should it take to download a 50 MB

file at home?’’ with the answer options 10, 30, 60 and 90 s,

see ‘‘Assessment of Adequate Expectations’’ for details.

Figure 15a depicts the individual quality ratings (green

dots), the resulting MOS values (blue bars) and the

resulting exponential fitting curve. The first line of Table 8

shows the pure QoS/QoE model with the resulting adjusted

R2 value (0 ¼ no fitting of the model with the underlying

data; 1 ¼ perfect fitting) and the root-mean-square

deviation.

Next, the pure QoS/QoE-model was extended with the

additional additive, linear factor expade which represents

the individually, quantified adequate expectations. The

resulting model is displayed in Fig. 15b. This extended

model has two input parameters: the technical quality via

downlink bandwidth in MBit/s and the individual
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Fig. 13 Modelling of study ASMO 1: browsing Google maps

Fig. 14 User tasks for study ASMO 1 and ASMO 3 (color figure online)

Table 7 Google maps models

Model type Model R2 RMSE Add. expl. value

QoS MOSMaps ¼ 4� 3:52 � e�0:00072�DLBW 0.6483 0.8386 –

QoS and Expdes MOSMaps ¼ 3:73� 3:59: � e�0:0007:�DLBW þ 0:21142: � expdes 0.6591 0.8256 þ4.44 %
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adequate expectation. Obviously, a lower adequate

expectation (5) results in a higher MOS score compared

to higher adequate expectations (1). The second line of

Table 8 provides some additional modeling information:

the adjusted R2 value is higher compared to the pure

QoS/QoE model and the RMSE is lower. To get the

information about the added explanatory value of the

factor expade, the squared Pearson correlation coefficient

is calculated between the residuals of the pure QoS/QoE

model and the factor expade. Hence, by including the

information about adequate expectations the MOS pre-

diction accuracy was enhanced by 9.41%.

Modelling of adequate and desired expectations

In Study ASMO 1, among others our test participants had

to browse a News Site (http://www.nachrichten.yahoo.de)

via three different downlink bandwidth values: 256, 1024,

4096 kBit/s. After the tasks were completed the users filled

out a questionnaire to get their quality impression regard-

ing the perceived speed of the internet connection (‘‘How

do you perceive the speed of the Internet connection?’’

with answer options ranging from 1 ¼ bad to 5 ¼ excel-

lent). Additionally, we gathered information about desired

expectations with ranking questions (see ‘‘Assessment of

Desired Expectations’’ for more details). Finally, we use

the position of the ranked element ‘‘Importance of Network

Speed’’, which value was between 1 (generally very

important) and 5 (generally not important) to determine the

desired expectation. Furthermore, we gathered information

about adequate expectations with a questionnaire which

includes the question ‘‘How fast should your Internet

connection be at home for browsing the web, e.g., a News

Site’’ with the answer options 0.256 Mbit/s, 0.512 Mbit/s,

1 MBit/s, 4 MBit/s and 8 Mbit/s. Note: In contrast to the

previous ‘‘Assessment of Adequate Expectations’’, the

adequate expectations are related to the expected downlink

bandwidth and not to a certain duration e.g. how long it

should take to download/render a Web site.

Figure 16a depicts the individual quality ratings (green

dots), the resulting MOS values (blue bars) and the

resulting exponential fitting curve. The first line of Table 9

shows the pure QoS/QoE model with the resulting adjusted

R2 value (0 ¼ no fitting of the model with the underlying

data; 1 ¼ perfect fitting) and the root-mean-square

deviation.

Next, the pure QoS/QoE-model was extended with the

additional additive, linear factor expdes which represents

the individually, quantified desired expectations and the
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Fig. 15 Modelling of study ASMO 3: download tasks

Table 8 Study ASMO

3–50 MB download models
Model type Model R2 RMSE Add. expl. value

QoS MOSDL ¼ 4:77� 3:06 � e�0:07�DLBW 0.57 0.80 –

QoS and Expade MOSDL ¼ 4:17� 3:09 � e�0:06�DLBW þ 0:26 � expade 0.61 0.77 þ9.41%
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additional additive, linear factor expade which represents

the individually, quantified adequate expectations. The

resulting model is displayed in Fig. 16b. This extended

model has three input parameters: the technical quality, i.e.,

downlink bandwidth in kBit/s, the individual adequate and

the individual desired expectation. Regarding legibility, in

Fig. 16b, the resulting model for only two desired expec-

tation values—lowest and highest possible values—is dis-

played. In contrast to the previous models, the overall

added explanatory value þ12.42% is the sum of two val-

ues: the squared Pearson correlation coefficient between

the residuals of the pure QoS/QoE model and the factor

expdes and the squared Pearson correlation coefficient

between the residuals of the pure QoS/QoE model and the

factor expade.

Conclusions about expectation modelling

In this section we have shown that it is expedient to include

information about individual quality expectation in quan-

titative QoE models to enhance accuracy of MOS predic-

tion. Depending on the expectation information—desire,

adequate or both—the prediction enhancement is between

4.44 and 12.42%.

Conclusions and future work

In this article we have shown how expectations can sys-

tematically be integrated into QoE-related research. Based

on our literature study regarding expectations in the fields

of psychology, service quality and consumer satisfaction

theory, we have extended an existing, fine-grained con-

ceptual QoE model by the inclusion of desired and ade-

quate expectations in the quality perception process.

Further, dedicated questionnaires were proposed for direct

expectation assessment. Finally, this information about

individual expectations was used to improve quality pre-

diction models, as shown in this paper.

Hence, we were able to prove that: (1) It is important to

control and to describe experimental settings to avoid

unintentional expectation triggering. (2) If expectations are

to be included explicitly in an experiment, the triggering

mechanism needs to be convincing and pellucid. (3) When

using the proposed two short questionnaires in quality-re-

lated experiments, individual desired and adequate expec-

tations can be quantified and the results can be utilized to

improve QoE models with little effort. So, Qos/QoE

management systems may benefit from this kind of

enhanced models. Nevertheless, a more practical approach
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Fig. 16 Modelling of study ASMO 1: browsing a news site (color figure online)

Table 9 Google maps models

Model type Model R2 RMSE Add. expl. value

QoS MOSNews ¼ 4:09� 3:09 � e�0:91016�DLBW 0.497 0.779 –

QoS and Expdes and Expade MOSNews ¼ 4:06� 3:09: � e�0:0021:�DLBW � 0:066: � expade þ 0:228: � expdes 0.553 0.734 þ12.42%
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is required to get expectation-related information from a

large amount of end users. For examples, records of pre-

vious usage behaviour could be used to derive information

of QoS/QoE-relevant expectations. Field trials might be an

appropriate method to conduct such kind of research.

Nevertheless, several open questions and challenges

emerged during our research, and therefore, further inves-

tigation is necessary to broaden our knowledge about the

complex interplay between expectations and quality:

• From a theoretical point of view, the presented results

and methods are primarily based on pragmatic

approaches which provide practical tools and methods

for including expectations in perceptual (‘‘subjective’’)

and instrumental (‘‘objective’’) QoE assessment. Future

work should complement our research with an explicit,

deep analysis of the psychology behind QoE-related

expectations. Hence, it might be necessary to develop

and evaluate models focusing on psychological aspects

to get a better understanding of how expectations are

mentally set, adapted over time and how expectations

interact with quality perception in a detailed way.

• Methodologically, our questionnaires regarding desired

and adequate expectations should be adapted and

improved to get more precise and valid information.

For example, our questionnaires about adequate expec-

tations were designed for certain situations, e.g., the

evaluation of expected downlink bandwidth in a mobile

Internet usage scenario. This approach requires some

kind of abstraction by the involved users and for some

use cases this approach might not be appropriate. For

example, it is undefined which is the most appropriate

quality feature regarding video quality ought to be

included in the adequate expectations questionnaire. In

the studies presented in this journal paper the partic-

ipants had to state expectations regarding video bit rate

and video resolution. Nevertheless, less abstract fea-

tures are required, e.g., regarding Web QoE it is

reasonable to ask about indirect quality indicators like

page load times or file download times. One promising

approach could be to provide examples of different

video qualities and the user has to select an adequate

quality. Additionally, it might be interesting to extend

the adequate expectation questionnaire with questions

regarding the specific (e.g. downlink bandwidth, video

resolution, etc.) barely accepted quality as well as the

actually desired quality-level instead of just inquiring a

single value, which might be useful for advancing

quantitative QoE models.

• Furthermore, also on a methodological level, we have

to emphasize that in our studies we focused on the

assessment of expectations prior to a test condition or

task. In this respect, future work should investigate how

(the impact of) expectations can be reliably assessed

after the fact, e.g. by inquiring subjects on actual

fulfillment of expectations. However, the challenge

here is such questions directly interfere with the quality

ratings that QoE test subjects are expected to provide at

the same stage, i.e. MOS ratings are likely to strongly

correlate with degree-of-expectations-fulfillment rat-

ings. Thus, dedicated studies would be required which

distribute these two types of questions across different

control groups.

• In addition, we have to note that our empirical research

so far has been deliberately based on lab-based studies

in order to obtain results in a controlled environment. A

logical next step would be to complement this work by

means of field or crowdsourcing studies conducted in

real-world settings. In principle, the same methods

presented in this article can be applied here (ranking

questionnaires, etc.), particularly in order to deeper

investigate differences stated expectations and actual

user behaviour. In the light of the previous point, we

recommend to explicitly ask participants about their

expectations not too often (e.g. only at beginning and

end of the trial) in order to avoid biasing perception and

judgement. Furthermore, we have to distinguish

between small-scale and large-scale field trials. Small-

scale field trial represents the natural extension of lab

studies in the way that a relatively small sample is

recruited, which would still allow for the necessary

deep investigation on participants’ expectation profiles

(influenced by personality, motives, etc.) via interviews

(and similar methods) and relate them to their

behaviour patterns, quality ratings, etc., however based

on real-world situations and contexts. Armed with the

resulting models and relationships, large-scale field

trials (resembling the surveys and campaigns typically

conducted by carriers) can be then conducted in order

to practically apply these models not only to improved

QoE prediction but also to prediction of (economic)

behaviour like service usage intensity and churn.

However, due to the significantly high number of users

involved (e.g. all subscribers of an operator), these

large-scale field trials required other approaches of

collecting information about user expectations must be

evaluated. For example, information about expectations

could be derived to some extent from existing socio-

economical data (sex, age, usage habits, etc.), a step

which only can be performed, if a validated model form

a small-scale field trial has been developed.

• As regards modelling we extended fitting-based models

with linear factors representing expectation-informa-

tion to demonstrate their usefulness. Here, other, non-

linear integration approaches could lead to even more

promising results. Moreover, the modelling approaches
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that may benefit from explicit inclusion of expectations

are not restricted to such closed-form formula-based

approaches, but include modelling using machine

learning (see ‘‘Extending quantitative QoE models with

Information about Expectations(RQ3)’’).

• So far, several additional expectation-related factors

were neglected in our work. As one important aspect,

the link between individual quality features or dimen-

sions and the context in which these occur or the

technology that is being applied and thus the underlying

expectations needs to be investigated. For example, in

case of speech, background noise from a distant speaker

(related to the dimension ‘‘noisiness’’) might be more

easily accepted when it is known that this speaker is

located in a public place. We also neglected the impact

of specific tasks on quality expectations. For example,

if music is consumed in the background e.g. during

cooking activities, quality expectations are likely to be

different compared to a situation in which music is

intensively consumed as a foreground task via a Hi-Fi

setup. In QoE research, the influence of tasks on quality

perception has been examined e.g. Strohmeier et al.

(2012), but it is still unclear how specific tasks impact

individual expectations. Furthermore, the results of

study 1 and 2 show that expectations adapt over time,

cf. Fig. 9. So far, only little research has been carried

out to investigate which factors influence modifications

of expectations over time. One could assume that

adapted usage behavior (e.g. changing from a 3G to a

LTE Internet connection on the smartphone) and media

consumption (e.g. advertisements, which has been

demonstrated by Higgs et al. 2005) shape the expecta-

tions, but empirical evidence directly collected in the

domain of QoE research is currently missing. We used

DiffMOS and Confidence Intervals combined with

CDF-plots to verify if our expectation triggering has a

significant effect. In this context, our CDF plots—e.g.

see Fig. 9a—show that in most cases a positive and a

negative effect of a certain trigger occur. Hence, more

research is needed to clarify if individual factors (for

example gender, age, previous usage behavior etc.)

could be used to explain these heterogenous responses.

In general, we encourage the interested reader to take up

our approaches in order to evaluate, adapt and extend our

methods in order to include user expectations in QoE

research. For example, for certain scenarios our question-

naires need to be modified, e.g., if adequate expectations

are collected for video quality, how should participants be

asked regarding perceived quality features? In case of Web

QoE, it is possible to ask about quality features such as

perceived page load times or download times. For

multimedia applications such as telephony, conferencing or

video streaming, an analysis in terms of quality dimensions

could be carried out in parallel tests, using the typically

applied techniques such as Multi-dimensional Scaling

(MDS, see Carroll 1972), Attribute Scaling/Semantic Dif-

ferential (see Osgood et al. 1957) or Open Profiling of

Quality, Strohmeier et al. (2010). In subsequent preference

mapping, different mapping-parameter settings are con-

ceivable that reflect the specific expectations in a given

context. Here too, direct questionnaires may be conceiv-

able, asking for aspects such as resolution, certain observed

or heard errors, etc.

In this sense, this article aims to serve as foundation and

trigger to encourage novel research on expectations, not

only in order to better assess and quantify them, but also to

gain a better understanding of human quality formation

processes and thereby ultimately enable creation of better

ICT products and services.

Appendix: Questionnaires

The paper questionnaires were originally generated in

German. Regarding further use and in the context of this

thesis, translated versions are included in the appendix.

Only the relevant parts of the questionnaires are depicted,

i.e., test numbers, pagination, test user ID, etc. are omitted

(Figs. 17, 18, 19, 20, 21).

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements:

full rather neither rather not not
applies applies nor applies applies

Mobile Internet access is standard.

I expect 100% stability from my 
mobile Internet access.

Mobile high-speed Internet access 
is very important

full rather neither rather not not
applies applies nor applies applies

Fixed Internet access is standard.

I expect 100% stability from my 
fixed Internet access.

Fixed high-speed Internet access 
is very important

Fig. 17 Study TRIG 1 and TRIG 2—Questionnaire about the

assessment of general expectations w.r.t. fixed and mobile internet

access (color figure online)
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What do you expect from your Internet connection? Please order the following features of an Internet 
connection regarding your personal importance. (1=most important,  2=second important, etc.)

___ High Speed
___ Low monthly fee
___ Short Contract duration
___ Good Support via E-Mail and telephone
___ Unlimited download volume

Fig. 18 Study ASMO 1—

Questionnaire about desired

expectations w.r.t. Internet

access features

What do you expect from a Video on Demand Provider? Explanation: Via a Video on Demand Service 
it is possible to consume movies and TV Series over the Internet on your TV for a certain fee. The 
videos are rent and streamed, i.e., the videos are not bought.

What do you expect from a Video on Demand provider? Please order the following regarding your personal
importance. (1=most important, 2=second important, etc.)

___ Large amount of available movies and TV series
___ Good support via E-Mail and telephone
___ Low monthly fee
___ High video quality
___ Short contract duration

Fig. 19 Study ASMO 2—

Questionnaire about desired

expectations w.r.t. Video on

Demand providers

How fast should your mobile Internet connection be (data stick connected to your Laptop) while you 
browse a typical Internet page like maps.google.at or youtube.com?

1 MBit/s 4 MBit/s 14 MBit/s    30 MBit/s 45 MBit/s

The reply to this question was:

Very easy very difficult (=I could not answer this question)

How long should it maximally take to download a 50 MB file via your mobile Internet connection
(data stick connected to your Laptop)?

10 seconds     30 seconds     1 minute 1 minute 30 seconds 2 minutes

The reply to this question was:

Very easy very difficult (=I could not answer this question)

How long should it take maximally to download an Internet page completely (at home via 
ADSL/Cable,etc.)?

2 seconds 3-7 seconds 8-12 seconds 13-17 seconds more than 17 Seconds

The reply to this question was:

Very easy very difficult (=I could not answer this question)

How fast should your Internet connection be at home (ADSL, Cable, etc.) while you download a 50 
MB file?

1 MBit/s 4 MBit/s 14 MBit/s      30 MBit/s 45 MBit/s

The reply to this question was:

Very easy very difficult (=I could not answer this question)

Fig. 20 Study ASMO 3—

Questionnaire about adequate

expectations w.r.t. mobile/fixed

Internet connections
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